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Irene Marienborg
We Have to Clean! Says Nora
ASCHEHOUG FORLAG

Nora and Philip love to play. When they get
hungry dad says that they must clean all the
toys before they can have pancakes. But it
seems that dad needs some help to clean too.
The Nora series are colorful and joyful
stories about everyday activities that both
the youngest children and their parents will
recognize.
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Meet Nora when she splashes in puddles,
bakes cookies, looks at the stars, goes to the
bathroom for the first time and celebrates her
friend's birthday.

Irene Marienborg

Irene Marienborg is a graphic designer and illustrator. The Nora
series are her first books for children.
Photo: Niklas Lello

Vi må rydde! sier Nora
Aschehoug, 2016

Picture book
32 pages

Johan B. Mjønes, Åshild Irgens (ill.)
Sleep Tight, Lukas
ASCHEHOUG FORLAG

Lukas finds it hard to fall asleep. And it
doesn't get any better when the grown-ups
try to help. Everybody in the house tries to
help, even Oscar the dog. But everybody
ends up falling asleep themselves instead.
Finally Lukas finds his own ways.
A beautiful story that appeals to children and
adults. Warm and charming illustrations by
Åshild Irgens.

The second book about Lukas, What Are You
Doing, Lukas?, will be published fall 2017.
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Johan B. Mjønes

Johan B. Mjønes (b. 1976) has a degree in comparative literature from
NTNU in Trondheim. His professional background includes working
as writer, photographer, actor and Head of Aschehoug’s School of
Writing. He writes books both for children, young adults and adults.
Photo: LACKTR
Åshild Irgens

Åshild Irgens (b. 1976) has a degree from Oslo National Academy of
The Arts and works as an illustrator.

Photo: Åshild Irgens

Sov godt, Lukas
Aschehoug, 2016

Picture book
32 pages

Unni Lindell, Lars Rudebjer (ill.)
Little Red Riding Hood and Wolvienna at the mall
KAGGE FORLAG

Little Red Riding Hood, Wolvienna and
grandma's biggest dream is to go to the mall.
Wolvienna loves to shop, but she doesn't
have any money. When Little Red Riding
Hood mixes Wolvienna's beauty pills and
grandmother's medicine, everything goes
wrong and she must embark on an adventure
that takes her to the mall at night. There she
finds a secret door made of gold, meets a new
friend and discovers an entire kingdom!
The first book in a new series. The illlustrations are packed with funny and exciting
detailes the reader can enjoy again and again.
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Unni Lindell

Unni Lindell (b. 1957) is one of Norway’s best selling writers. Her
crime novels have been translated into numerous languages and has
sold millions of copies. Lindell has also written poems, short stories
and books for children and young adults. She has received several
prestigious prizes for her works.
Photo: Jørn Grønlund
Rødhette og Ulvhild på kjøpesenteret
Kagge, 2016

3-6
38 pages

I. V. Steinman, Bjørn Rune Lie (ill.)
The Mystery of the Missing Cat.
Balthasar Brown Detective Agency
ASCHEHOUG FORLAG

Henny finds a note on the library's notice
board: ‘Assistant Detective wanted!’. If she
can solve the mystery of the missing cat she
will become the assistant of the one and only
Balthasar Brown!
Together with her friend Otto, Henny starts
her investigation and discovers that the cat
Flame is not the only animal missing. On her
journey she must face Frederick, Balthasar
Brown’s scary nephew. And he is determined
to make them fail their mission…
An exciting detective story, packed with
mysterious details and charming heroes
that understand a whole lot more than the
grown-ups think.
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This is the first book in the brand new series
about Balthasar Brown Detective Agency.

I. V. Steinman

I.V. Steinman (b. 1985) has studied creative writing in London, and
works as a translator. She lives in Oslo.

Photo: Laura Dart

Mysteriet med den forsvunne katten
Balthasar Bruns detektivbyrå
Aschehoug, 2016

6-9
152 pages

Mina Lystad, Åshild Irgens (ill)
Helmer and Matilda. Mission Best Friend.

Mina Lystad's second book for children is
a heartwarming story about the friendship
between a child and a dog, beautifully
illustrated by Åshild Irgens.

Her first book, Alfred has to Read Aloud, also
illustrated by Åshild Irgens, is sold to Sweden
and Korea.

Mina Lystad

Mina Lystad (b. 1983) is a journalist, scriptwriter for television,
photographer and a blogger.

Photo: Pål Høyer-Andreassen

Helmer og Matilda. Aksjon bestevenn
Aschehoug, 2016

6-9
75 pages

ASCHEHOUG FORLAG

Matilda has been Helmer's best friend since
she was just a puppy. Unfortunately she likes
to bark at people. But how can anybody be
afraid of a dog so happy and kind?
When a man gets scared of the very
enthusiastic Matilda, Helmer's parents
decide that they have to give the dog up.
But Helmer can’t live without her! With help
from his friend Eline and the whole school
band, Helmer works out a plan to
get Matilda back.
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Marianne Kaurin, Ella Okstad (ill.)
Your Majesty
ASCHEHOUG FORLAG

Nine year old Iver is suffering from Edvardafever. It all started the day Edvarda entered
Iver's classroom for the first time. Iver suddenly
likes the colour purple and pink blinking shoes.
But how long can he manage to carry her
backpack to school and open all the doors for
her when it’s tough-guy Aleksander that makes
Edvarda laugh? And for how long can he keep
his feelings for Edvarda secret?

Your Majesty tells the story about the very first
- too big - love.
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Marianne Kaurin

Marianne Kaurin (b. 1974) has studied creative writing and literature
at the Norwegian Institute of Children's Literature. Her debut novel
Almost Autumn, 2012 is sold to USA, and was awarded The Department of Culture's First Book Award and The YA Award (Uprisen)
where young adults decides the winner. Marianne Kaurin works in
publishing.

Deres majestet
Aschehoug, 2016

6-9
144 pages

Photo: Studio Vest AS

Helga Flatland, Irene Marienborg (ill.)
Eline's Sleepover
ASCHEHOUG FORLAG

Eline is finally going to spend the night at
her friend Maja’s. She has butterflies in her
stomach. It is weird and exciting to sleep
over at someone else’s house! But before they
fall asleep Maja tells Eline that their house
is haunted… And then Eline has to get up
to go to the bathroom in the middle of the
night.
A simple and exciting story, beautifully
illustrated by Irene Marienborg.
This is a stand-alone sequel to Eline Plays
with Markus.
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Helga Flatland

Helga Flatland (b. 1984) is amongst the most influential young writers
in Norway. Her novels for adults has received enthusiastic reviews and
several prestigious literary awards. Helga Flatland has a degree in
Nordic languages and literature and in copywriting.
Photo: Niklas Lello

Eline overnatter
Aschehoug, 2016

6-9
48 pages

Karin Kinge Lindboe, Elisabeth Moseng (ill.)
Sam and Noa and the Poor Bunny Under
the Blackcurrent Bush
ASCHEHOUG FORLAG

Sam and Noa finds a bunny lying motionless
under a bush. Sadly they realize that the bunny is dead, and that they will have to bury it.
But first they have to find out who the owner
is. When they find the owner, a girl called
Aida, they decide to give the bunny a nice
funeral.

This is book number 10 in the Sam and Noa
series.
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Karin Kinge Lindboe

Karin Kinge Lindboe has written a many books for children and
young adults. Her YA novel Afterwards Lasts So Long received The
Critic's Award for Best Book for Children & Young Adults 2011.
Karin Kinge Lindboe is a teacher.

Sam og Noa og den stakkars kaninen under
solbærbusken
Aschehoug, 2016

6-9
48 pages

Line Baugstø, Sussi Bech (ill.)
Sofie and Nadia. The Door in the Mountain
ASCHEHOUG FORLAG

In the old shelter Sofie and Nadia observes
two men carrying stuff. When they try to find
out what is going on, all of a sudden the girls
find themselves locked up. It all starts to get
really scary.

A brand new exciting series for young
readers.
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Line Baugstø

Line Baugstø (1961) has written the popular Kaja and Stine series for
young readers, several novels and short stories for adults.

Photo: Finn Ståle Felberg

Sofie og Nadia. Døra i fjellet
Aschehoug, 2016

6-9
60 pages

Iben Akerlie
Lol Lars
ASCHEHOUG FORLAG
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Foreign rights sold: Danish (Gyldendal), Swedish
(Lilla Piratförlaget)

Amanda is looking forward to starting
school after the summer. Mainly because of
Adam, who she is madly in love with, but
also because she is going to be school buddy
to a cute little first grader. It all becomes a
bit difficult when instead she is told to look
after Lars, the new boy in class with Downs
syndrome. Amanda feels pressured: Can she
be close friend to Lars and still be popular
among the cool kids in class? And how can
she get Adam’s attention?
Amanda gets twirled up in something she
really doesn’t want to be a part of: She starts
sharing mean pictures of Lars. She betrays
Lars and herself, and disappoints everyone.
How can she get back on her feet, make
things up with Lars and fix her broken
reputation? It is a long and humiliating road
filled with trials and selfabasement, told with
large amounts of humor.

Iben Akerlie

Iben Akerlie (b. 1988) has a degree in special education. She works as
an actor and has played in several films and tv-series. Lol Lars is her
first novel.

Photo: Oda Berby
Lars er lol
Aschehoug, 2016

9 - 13
231 pages

ASCHEHOUG FORLAG

A humanistic accomplishment of a children's book. [...] Lol Lars melted this
readers heart. [...] This is a perfect read.
- VG 6 of 6 stars

... super charming.
- Dagbladet

NOMINATED TO ARK CHILDREN'S BOOK PRIZE 2016
AN IMMEDIATE BESTSELLER IN NORWAY.
SOLD TO DENMARK AND SWEDEN IN AUCTIONS.
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Gudrun Skretting
Anton and Other Accidents
ASCHEHOUG FORLAG

12 year old Anton gets a piece of information
he would rather have lived without. He is an
accident - a result of broken rubber. Anton
needs to find a way to restore balance in
the universe and create meaning out of his
existence. His idea is to do something selfless
that is really worthwhile. With help from his
best friend, Ine, he decides to find a girlfriend
for his dad. That is not as simple as it sounds.
The scond book about Anton will be published fall 2017.

NOMINATED TO ARK CHILDREN'S
BOOK PRIZE 2016
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Foreign rights sold: Danish (ABC Forlag), German
(Carlsen Verlag), Swedish (Lilla Piratförlaget)

Glorious children's book debut [...] Anton
and Other Accidents is a winner.
- NRK
Hilarious entanglement comedy.
- Dagsavisen

Gudrun Skretting

Gudrun Skretting (b. 1971) is a classical pianist educated at The
Norwegian Academy of Music. She has studied creative writing and
literature at the The Norwegian Institute of Children's Literature.
Photo: Niklas Lello

Anton og andre uhell
Aschehoug, 2016

9 - 13
256 pages

Ingrid Ovedie Volden
Everything That Counts
ASCHEHOUG FORLAG

Petra is 12. She loves even numbers, hates
un-even numbers and truly hates Pi in all its
imperfection and ever-going decimals. This
challenge it's the sole reason why she is the
top scorer on her soccer team. If she scores
one goal, she has to score two. If she scores
three, she has to score four, etc. She also has
a fear of water. But one day she witnesses a
boy who swims, and he is counting under
water.
Petra's friend, Melika, is constantly waiting
for updates on her brother who is on his
way across Europe. A refugee also facing the
challenges of water on his way to reunite
with his family.

Foreign rights sold: Danish (Turbine), Faeroese
(Bokadeildin), German (Thienemann-Esslinger),
Swedish (Natur och Kultur)

Everything That Counts is a novel about
friendship, love and the different challenges of growing up. It's about big and small
oceans. And about swimming in them.

Strong, funny, heartbreaking and very
well written children's debut.
- Adresseavisen

Ingrid Ovedie Volden

Ingrid Ovedie Volden (b. 1981) has a degree in political science and
has worked as a music columnist and critic for several years.

Photo: Oddbjørn Steffensen
Alt som teller
Aschehoug, 2016

9 - 13
208 pages
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A. Audhild Solberg
Creepy Week for the Monster Girls
ASCHEHOUG FORLAG

The third book in the popular and award
winning series about the Monster Girls is
here!
Four months have passed since the Monster
Girls made fools of themselves and Anna Bea
moved up from the bottom of the pecking
order. Her thirteenth birthday is
approaching, but first the seventh grade is
going on a class trip. They are going to stay
at an old abandoned hotel on top of a
mountain. Who is making that creepy sound
in the basement? And is it really possible to
be in love with two people at the same time?

BESTSELLING SERIES
more than 40 000 copies sold in Norway.
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Foreign rights for Me vs. the Monster Girls sold:
Czech (Host), Danish (Turbine), Dutch (Querido),
French (Bayard), German (Dressler), Swedish (
Wahlströms), Ukranian (Old Lion).
Foreign rights for The Monster Girls are Crushed
sold: Czech (Host), Danish (Turbine), Swedish
(Wahlströms)., Ukranian (Old Lion).
Foreign rights for Creepy Week for the Monster
Girls sold: Ukranian (Old Lion).

Debut A. Audhild Solberg writes very successful
about the battle against the popular group [...]
Solberg is a very good storyteller that masters the
craft of writing.
- Dagsavisen,
praise for Me vs. The Monster Girls

A. Audhild Solberg

A. Audhild Solberg has a degree in literature and has worked in
publishing for several years. She loves movies and books, and everything that is British.
Photo: AKAM 1K3

Det spøker for Superbitchene
Aschehoug, 2016

9 - 13
224 pages

Me vs. the Monster Girls
ASCHEHOUG FORLAG

Seventh grader Anne Bea is not OK. Thea, the queen bee,
is always pestering her. And Anne Bea expects that no one
will ever fall in love with her. Luckily she has one friend,
Nils.
If you have a best friend, the coolest aunt and a hidden
talent, you can manage pretty well.
Unsentimental and funny story about how brutal school life
can be and how it actually is quite true that the one who
gets the last laugh wins.

WINNER OF
THE ARK CHILDREN'S BOOK PRIZE 2014.
Kampen mot Superbitchene
Aschehoug, 2014

9 - 13
236 pages
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The Monster Girls are Crushed
Anne Bea and Nils are still far from popular, but luckily they
are not alone. In fact, they have gotten so many new loser
friends that they need a whole table in the cafeteria. When
the Monster Girls start fighting among themselves, everyone
at school can finally get some peace. And soon there will
be Halloween when Anne Bea's band Føkk Justin will have
their first gig.
Sometimes life feels like a roller coaster. As soon as you
are on top, you go straight downhill. And once you have
regained your composure, you are going down again. But
suddenly there is a twist that changes everything!

Superbitchene driter seg ut
Aschehoug, 2016

9 - 13
208 pages

Lars Joachim Grimstad
Egoland. Prime Minister Fathar & Son 3
ASCHEHOUG FORLAG

Prime Minister Teddy Fathar is more popular
than ever! According to surveys 91 % of single
women 40+ are dreaming of cutting his toenails. He shows his appreciation by spending
money on what the people likes the most:
Coziness. Free minced meat on Fridays (as
long as you will use it in tacos), and the ‘Teddy
Hour’ so that everyone can sleep an hour longer each day. His son Finn, however, is worried. Who is the old, desperate man standing
by their gate yelling ‘Humanity will fall!’? And
what’s up with Maria, the new girl in class,
beside the fact that she obviously is the most
beautiful thing he has ever seen? And who can
save them all when people starts collapsing –
one by one – without waking up again?
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Foreign rights for The Children Who Disappeard
sold: British English (Phoenix Yard), Danish
(Turbine), French (Bayard), German (Dressler),
Hungarian (Libri).
Foreign rights for The Sun King sold: Hungarian
(Libri).

Egoland is about war, peace, love, justice,
selfishness, evil and the value of a really great
skin lotion. And it's about trying to do the
right thing when everybody are busy doing
something completely different.
Book 1 and 2 are BEST SELLERS with more
than 30 000 copies sold in Norway.

Lars Joachim Grimstad

Lars Joachim Grimstad (b. 1972) once dreamed of becoming prime
minister, but came no closer than getting a Bachelor of Arts in
Political Science. He has played 69 soccer games in the Norwegian
Premier League, and is currently working as a copywriter in an
advertising agency.

Egoland. Statsminister Fahr & Sønn
Aschehoug, 2016

9 - 13
350 pages

Photo: Niklas Lello

The Children Who Disappeared.
Prime Minister Fathar & Son 1
ASCHEHOUG FORLAG

A funny, exciting and crazy story that no one really can
relate to (unless your father is a former taxi driver who
becomes Prime Minister because he thinks there are far too
many holes in the road and far too few potatoe chips in the
potatoe chips bags). This is the story about his son, Finn.
And it's the story about the disappearing children.
NOMINATED TO
THE ARK CHILDREN'S BOOK PRIZE 2013
Among the best debuts.
- Bergens Tidende

Barna som forsvann. Statsminister Fahr & Sønn
Aschehoug, 2012

9 - 13
308 pages
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The Sun King.
Prime Minister Fathar & Son 2
The Prime Minister in the World´s Richest Country gets
the World´s Worst Message: The oil is gone. Over night the
country is poor. We´re talking news paper as toilet paper,
cold water in the shower, no more taco on Friday night.
And it's getting much, much worse!
NOMINATED TO THE NATIONAL LITERARY
AWARD FOR CHILDREN AND YA 2014
(The Brage prize)
NOMINATED TO THE ARK CHILDREN'S BOOK
PRIZE 2014

Solkongen. Statsminister Fahr & Sønn
Aschehoug, 2014

9 - 13
297 pages

Torun Lian, Øyvind Torseter (ill.)
Alice Don't Swim
ASCHEHOUG FORLAG

Summer vacation is finally here, and Alice
and her family are on their way to their
summer house. Mom and dad agrees that
it's a shame that Alice still hasn't learned to
swim. They decide that Alice has to practice
every day, but Alice doesn’t want to do so.
She's afraid of seahorses. And by the way,
somebody has to stay ashore to watch the
towels.

This is Torun Lian's third book in the successful and very charming series about Alice
Andersen. The 8-year-old irrestistable Alice,
with her rich inner life are strong, poetic and
intense stories filled with humour, often dark.
Øyvind Torseter is an internationally acclaimed and prize winning illustrator.
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Foreign rights for Alice Andersen sold: Danish
(Turbine),
Foreign rights for Backup Princess sold: China
simplified (Daylight).

Torun Lian

Torun Lian (b. 1956) has written film scripts, plays, television series
and books for children, young adults and adults. She is an
internationally acclaimed and prize winning director.

Alice svømmer ikke
Aschehoug, 2016

9 - 13
105 pages

Alice Andersen

Alice Andersen
Aschehoug, 2014

ASCHEHOUG FORLAG

Alice is stuck in the middle. She is older than
her little sister and younger than her big brother.
Alice speaks softly and is afraid of the dark. She is
also afraid of dogs, everything on the ocean floor
and the way to and from school. In fact, Alice is
scared of pretty much everything.
When Alice's father lockes her inside the car by
accident, she's afraid she has to stay in the car
forever.

9 - 13
140 pages
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Backup Princess

WINNER OF THE NATIONAL LITERARY
AWARD FOR CHILDREN AND YA 2015
(The Brage prize)
In her role as princess, Alice is a sore winner. But as a literary character [...] she is quite irresistable. Both verbally
and for her shy performance on the literary stage.
- the Brage jury
Alice cannot wait for the school play to be over.
Luckily, it's not necessary for Alice to go on stage
and sing and act in front of the school. That is beeing
taken care of by the other students in class, by those
who love to be in the spot light. Alice is just an extra
– a backup princess. But then something happens,
something that is not suppose to happen. Helene falls
and gets concussion. Alice has to face her fears.

Reserveprinsesse Andersen
Aschehoug, 2015

9 - 13
169 pages

Maja Lunde, Hanne Sigbjørnsen (ill.)
The World's Coolest Kids - School Camp Frenzy
KAGGE FORLAG

"Are you sure that it will be the best days of
my life?" Helena said and squeezed my arm
so hard that it almost hurt.
"Yes", I said.
"Me too!" said Ivan as his pretty face popped
up from the seats in front of us.
"It's all about not letting the expectations run
totally loose", Alfred said and stuck his head
next to Ivan. But he smiled, and it was easy to
see that he was looking forward to it.
HURRAY! Finally The World's Coolest Kids
are going to school camp.

Maja Lunde has established herself as a talented writer of children's books. The World's
Coolest Kids is illustrated by Hanne Sigbjørnsen a.k.a. Tegnehanne (Drawing Hanne).
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Foreign rights sold: Danish (Turbine), Swedish
(Natur och Kultur)

BESTSELLING SERIES
- 44 000 printed copies in Norway

Maja Lunde

Maja Lunde (b. 1975) is an author and a screenwriter. She has written
best selling books for children, young adults and adults. Her scripts
for television includes children's series and comedy series for adults,
all great audience successes. She was awarded The Norwegian Book
Seller's Prize 2015 for her first novel for adults, The History of Bees
(2015), which is sold to 17 languages. Maja Lunde has a degree in
media and communication from University of Oslo.

Baluba på leirskole. Verdens kuleste gjeng 4.
Kagge, 2016

9 - 13
205 pages

Photo: Oda Berby

Stage Fright
There are people who just ARE cool. Like Markus and
Cornelia. And then there are people who are even more cool.
Like us. Helena, Alfred, Ivan and me. We are so cool that no
one really knows yet. It's just a matter of time. That's what
Helena says.

KAGGE FORLAG

MEET THE WORLD'S COOLEST KIDS
The unstoppable Helena. The handsome, but very stupid Ivan.
The nerd Alfred. And Bjørg, who think she is the most boring
person on the planet. Together they are experiencing the most
embarrassing, yet hilarious, situations.

Masterchef Chaos
Bjørg's class are attending the popular masterchef tv-program
hosted by super masterchef Kjell-Charlie. Helena is possessed
to win the competition. It's just one little challenge: she can´t
cook...
Kind, kinder, kindest
Helena does not at ALL like that Markus and Cornelia are
collecting a lot of money to poor kids on Sri Lanka. How can
the World's Coolest Kids manage to collect more money and
then be the kindest kids, more kind than Markus and Cornelia?

A Norwegian Wimpy Kid.
- Dagbladet
A very good alternative to the super popular series Dork Diaries and
Wimpy Kid.
- VG
[...] the series is very well written, original, [...] and unbelievably
funny.
- The Children´s Book Club

Verdens kuleste gjeng 1 - 3
Scenenskrekk (2015)
Kokkekaos (2015)
Snill, snillere, snillest (2016)
Kagge

9 - 13
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Maja Lunde
Border Crossing
GYLDENDAL FORLAG

Autumn 1942. Four children are heading for
the Swedish border. For two of them it is a
matter of life and death: Sarah and Daniel are
Jewish and soon to be deported by the Nazis.
For a long time they've managed to stay
hidden in a basement. But when their parents
are arrested, they decide to flee. They have to
walk many, many miles through the woods
before they hopefully can reach freedom.
Fortunately they meet some good helpers
along the way. But who can they really trust?
A time bomb of a thriller about life and
death, courage, faith, friendship and deadly
fear.

Maja Lunde fills a gap in the Norwegian childrens literature. She tells an important war story
for children with speed and clear language.
- Dagbladet
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Maja Lunde

Maja Lunde (b. 1975) is an author and a screenwriter. She has written
best selling books for children, young adults and adults. Her scripts
for television includes children's series and comedy series for adults,
all great audience successes. She was awarded The Norwegian Book
Seller's Prize 2015 for her first novel for adults, The History of Bees
(2015), which is sold to 17 languages. Maja Lunde has a degree in
media and communication from University of Oslo.
Over grensen
Gyldendal, 2012

9 - 13
128 pages

Photo: Oda Berby

YOUNG ADULT
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Jørgen Brekke
Mission Mars. The Academy
ASCHEHOUG FORLAG

The dream of the Red Planet!
The year is 2067. Teenagers from all over the
world are gathered at the famous Mars
Academy in the Netherlands to compete to
be one of the twelve youngest Marstravelers in history. Sebastian, or Sebbe, is
one of them. So is Joy, the computer mastermind. And Nora who Sebbe is in love with.
But are any of the teenagers really aware of
the challenges that awaits them before they
can be among the chosen ones?
A spy from the powerful tsar-regime in
eastern Europe is undercover at the Mars
colony in space. Is there a spy among the
trainees on earth as well? A mole that can
jeopardize the mission? And who is the
agent that has hacked the computers at the
academy?
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The Academy is the first book in the Mission
Mars-series, a sci-fi packed with adventure,
love, secrets and future technology.

Jørgen Brekke

Jørgen Brekke (b. 1968) has worked as a literary critic and a
journalist. His crime fictions for adults has been translated into 14
languages including UK and USA.
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Adel Khan Farooq
My Brothers

My brothers tells the story about a regular boy
from the outskirts of the big city. After one
disappointment after another he feels like an
outsider. When a brotherhood of Muslims
befriends him, he finally feels at home. But
the day the police suddenly shows up at his
door, he realizes that his new friends are not
who he thought they were.

ASCHEHOUG FORLAG

From ordinary young boy to radicalized
muslim.

My brothers is a highly topical
contemporary novel and an engaging tale
of love and brotherhood. The story shows
how the quest for acceptance has disastrous
consequences.
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Foreign rights sold: Danish (Turbine)

Adel Khan Farooq

Adel Khan Farooq (b. 1991) is first generation Norwegian Pakistani
from Oslo. He's working with radicalization of young muslims as a
journalist and a documentary film maker.
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Christian Lyder Marstrander
How Nice!
ASCHEHOUG FORLAG

Lorentz is fifteen and lives uptown. He does
all the right things a propper upper-class
boy is expected to do. Lorentz is the funny
and polite one in the family, he takes italian
classes with his grandmother, he is the nicest
player on the bandy team. He knows all
about proper behavior and he always uses
his best suit when he goes to the theater. But
when he falls in love he soon understands
that girls are attracted to totally different
things than good manners.
What kind of life do you get if you only do
what everybody else wants you to do?
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Christian Lyder Marstrander

Christian Lyder Marstrander (b. 1978) works as a script writer and
concept developer for tv-productions. He is a former tv-host and a
comedian. He has studied creative writing and literature at the
Norwegian Institute of Children's Literature.
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Så hyggelig!
Aschehoug, 2016
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Nina E. Grøntvedt
Ingvar Lykke's Butt

Very hilarious, very embarrassing and very
feelgood from the author of the successful
middle grade series about Oda (Hey! It’s me,
Totally Unkissed, Super Summer and Happy
Ending... or not?)which is sold to 6 languages and has sold more than 50.000 copies in
Norway.
Foreign rights sold: Danish (Turbine)

BESTSELLING AUTHOR

Nina E. Grøntvedt

Nina E. Grøntvedt (b. 1979) has a degree in graphic design and
illustration from Southampton Solent University, England. She has
studied creative writing and literature at the Norwegian Institute of
Children's Literature.
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Rumpa til Ingvar Lykke
Aschehoug, 2016
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ASCHEHOUG FORLAG

Pauline is in middle school and consider herself
much wiser and more mature than everyone in
her class. She wants to be a movie director, but
she hasn’t told anyone. One day a real fleshand-blood actor visits her class. He is going to
help them stage a play. Pauline suggests she
can film everything instead, and starts what she
believes is a close and romantic relationship
with the actor - finally a man who understands
how mature she really is!
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Harald Rosenløw Eeg
The Quarts
ASCHEHOUG FORLAG

The quarts are coming. Every night, after
the curfew, Samuel sneaks out. He has to get
medicine. He knows the route, knows where
to get what his sister needs, sneaks past the
quarts that keeps the city clean from
infection. But one night he discovers
something that puts him in grave danger: a
secret that can destroy the whole city. The
secret behind the quarts.
In a frightening society in a near future
Rosenløw Eeg describes the fear of an epidemic. Intense and exciting, uncomfortable
and relevant. The Quarts is a hard hitting
novel from one of Norway's greatest writers.
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AWARD WINNING AUTHOR

Harald Rosenløw Eeg's writing is highly
distinctive and has acquired a cadence that is
all his own. In his quest for innovative
metaphors and word combinations he
challenges his readers, breaks established
bounds and blazes new trails in the writing
of books for young adults. His novels has
been translated into Danish, Dutch, French,
German and Swedish.

Harald Rosenløw Eeg

Harald Rosenløw Eeg (b. 1970) is a highly acclaimed and prize
winning author of YA books. He's awarded the National Literary
Award for Children and YA (The Brage Prize) twice, he received two
important debut prizes for his first YA novel and has been awarded
the Department of Culture's Awards for Children's Literature twice.
Rosenløw Eeg is also a film script writer, a musician and has a degree
in history of religion.
Kvartinger
Aschehoug, 2016
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Lise Forfang Grimnes
Blood Force
ASCHEHOUG FORLAG

Minja is back! This time she is facing an even
deeper, bigger and more dangerous darkness.
She is half nymph which gives her powers
no one else possesses. Deep inside there is a
direct connection to the underworld, and it
feels alluring and dangerous.
Her best friend Josef has changed recently.
Minja thought she was the only one with
secrets, but when Josef and his relatives
comes out of the shadows with their own
strange stories she worries who her friend
really is. And when Josef turns his back on
her she gets spiraled into a darkness she can’t
control.
A story about trust and the fight to keep a
friendship, about discovering new secrets in
your own past and placing yourself in the
middle of the world.
Blood Force continues where Chaotic Heart
ended.
CHAOTIC HEART received THE DEPARTMENT OF CULTURE'S FIRST BOOK
AWARD 2014 and was nominated for THE BOOK BLOGGER PRIZE 2014

Lise Forfang Grimnes

Lise Forfang Grimnes has studied creative writing at The Norwegian
Children’s Book institute. She is a storyteller by profession and toures
with various performances. She teaches workshops and lectures
mostly to students, teachers and library staff.
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Blodskraft
Aschehoug, 2016
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Aslak Dørum
A Castle of Silver
ASCHEHOUG FORLAG

Olav and Amir is lost at sea in a sailboat in
the middle of the Pacific with no wind. The
fog is thickening and their boat is floating on
the currents. After several days they run into
a cargo ship originally headed for Mexico.
The bad tempered and armed Alba is the
only one on board. She's fleeing from pirates.
Together they embark on the dangerous
journey to Siberia. Will they get there in time
to deliver an important package before the
pirates find them?

The third book about Olav and Amir is a real
page turner!
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Aslak Dørum

Aslak Dørum (b. 1964) plays bass guitar in the rock band Dum
Dum Boys. With his YA novels about Olav and Amir he has tried to
capture the same thrills he got from the adventure books he loved to
read as a kid.

Et slott av sølv
Aschehoug, 2016

13+
200 pages

The Golden Raft
ASCHEHOUG FORLAG

Two boys, Olav and Amir, on board a school ship are
cast overboard during a storm. They drift ashore on
a Pacific island, and get tangled up in an adventure
where they first have to escape murderous smugglers,
with Native Americans coming to their aid. The Native
Americans are the descendants of the Incas, and they
believe the boys to be the sons of heaven. The boys
embarks on a treacherous trek through the jungle,
where they are being pursued by other treasure hunters. Everything comes to a head, Indiana Jones-style.
This is an excellent book for young people who live in the
delusion that it is boring to read books. This thriller is like a
computer game in literary form.
- VG
En flåte av gull
Aschehoug, 2013
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Heart of Glass
Amir and Olav travels to Tehran to look for Amir's dad
who has disappeard. They suspect he's been kidnapped
by diamond smugglers. In the Persian Gulf Amir and
Olav's ship is boarded by pirates and they are taken
captive. The pirates will not release the two boys
unless they get a ransom. Amir and Olav don’t have
time to wait months before someone can get the
pirates the money they ask for. With help from Olav’s
uncle and Amir’s mother they manage to escape the
pirates. But even in their newfound freedom new
dangers await.

Et hjerte av glass
Aschehoug, 2014
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Maja Lunde
Battle
KAGGE FORLAG

Amalie has everything: good looks, money,
a handsome boyfriend and she is a talented
dancer. When her life turns upside down, she
must leave everything. Amalie tries to live
as nothing has changed. One day she meets
Mikael who is not like anybody she has ever
met before. He dances hip-hop and is the
best one to battle. For the first time in life
Amalie must trust her feelings, she must dare
to breake rules, dare to show the world who
she really is.
A feelgood YA novel about double life,
dance and love. The film version of Battle is
a modern Romeo and Juliet story inspired
by Flashdance and Dirty Dancing and will be
launched 2018.
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The best YA I have read since The Fault In Our
Stars.
- tinesundal.blogspot.no

Film rights sold: Friland

Maja Lunde

Maja Lunde (b. 1975) is an author and a screenwriter. She has written
best selling books for children, young adults and adults. Her scripts
for television includes children's series and comedy series for adults,
all great audience successes. She was awarded The Norwegian Book
Seller's Prize 2015 for her first novel for adults, The History of Bees
(2015), which is sold to 17 languages. Maja Lunde has a degree in
media and communication from University of Oslo.
Battle
Kagge, 2014
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233 pages
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Eldrid Johansen and Steffen R.M. Sørum,
Ingrid Dos Santos (ill.)
How to Write a Brilliant Story
ASCHEHOUG FORLAG

Two brilliant writers reveal their best methods!
Have you ever wondered how the books you
read are written? Or how you can tell the best
stories? Do you wonder how you can write a
really brilliant story?
This book is a guide on how to write. Everybody
who is a potential writer will find tips on how
to make great stories, whether it is to tell a small
lie to avoid being grounded or to write a truly
original novel. This book make you overcome
writer's block and teaches you to do decent
research, in addition to a number of explanations
and examples on how to write the best stories.

[...] the best collection of writing advice for young
aspiring writers I've ever seen.
- Barnebokkritikk.no

Eldrid Johansen

Eldrid Johansen (b. 1973) has written a number of books for children
and young adults. She has studied egyptology, and is also working as
an artist and actor.
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Steffen R. M. Sørum

Steffen René Marandon Sørum (b. 1976) has written a number of
books for children, young adults and adults. He works in publishing
as an editor.

Skriv genialt!
Aschehoug, 2016
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192 pages
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